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Digital Production as a Service: Porsche, MHP
and Munich Re found the “FlexFactory”
▪ A joint venture with holistic consulting competence in the manufacturing sphere
▪ Bundling of manufacturing, software and financial management expertise to
realise flexible and economic production of small series
▪ Open platform for cooperation with additional technology partners

“With the FlexFactory, we and our partners have created a futureoriented platform for opening up new markets, which addresses a
central challenge of modern production. Our cooperation once again
underlines Munich Re’s innovative power and solution competence as
a risk manager and financing expert for Industry 4.0”.

Torsten Jeworrek, Member of the Board of Management

The sports-car manufacturer Porsche, its management and IT consulting subsidiary MHP, and
the insurance group Munich Re have founded a joint venture – the “FlexFactory”. This aims to
make the production of small series of all kinds of different products in the manufacturing
industry more flexible and cost efficient.
The FlexFactory serves as a consultancy and business enabler. It does not provide its own
production facilities, but offers the knowledge and corresponding services needed to set up
flexible production as a service concept from a single source (“Digital Production as a Service”).
In addition, the FlexFactory supports the actual implementation of the specific customer
project. It thus enables customers from the manufacturing industry to implement innovations
or article variants faster and more efficiently than in the traditional production process, and
with less capital input.
There is great demand for such solutions: manufacturers from a wide range of variant-rich
industries (e.g. the automotive, clothing or packaging industries, etc.) face the challenge of
taking into account increasingly individualised customer needs while shortening product life
cycles – without ignoring the business risks associated with this transformation for their own
balance sheets. After all, more innovation goes hand in hand with higher investment needs. At
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the same time, conventional production plants also have high fixed costs for small quantities.
The FlexFactory addresses these challenges and the associated market potential by showing the
way to a more flexible, economically calculable production landscape in cost-efficient structures
and, if required, by accompanying its implementation in concrete customer projects.
For this, its offerings combine the respective core competencies of the partners involved on a
common platform: Porsche contributes its manufacturing know-how; MHP its expertise in
digital process optimisation, especially on interfacing development with production. The finance
and insurance models and a performance guarantee cover for planned production come from
Munich Re. Moreover, Munich Re’s subsidiary relayr adds digital risk analysis via IoT sensor
systems to the mix. In the medium term, integration of further technology partners on the open
FlexFactory platform is conceivable and desirable in keeping with the concept of an open
production ecosystem.
The concept was tested by the partners over the last few months in the context of a concrete
implementation scenario in Porsche’s body shop, simulating and optimising the production of
various components (e.g. variants of a car door) on one production line.
Lutz Meschke, Deputy Chairman of the Executive Board and Member of the Executive Board,
Finance and IT at Porsche AG: “The interest shown by the first potential clients shows us that
there is great demand for customised products. This joint venture is still small, but it is perfectly
formed. It can solve the challenge of producing even small series economically and thus open
up a new chapter in industrial production. That is why we are combining the production
competence of Porsche with the software know-how of MHP and the risk management
expertise of Munich Re.”
Torsten Jeworrek, member of Munich Re’s Board of Management: “With the FlexFactory, we
and our partners have created a future-oriented platform for opening up new markets, which
addresses a central challenge of modern production. Our cooperation once again underlines
Munich Re’s innovative power and solution competence as a risk manager and financing expert
for Industry 4.0.”
Ralf Hofmann, founder, shareholder and Chairman of the Board of MHP: “It is our aim to create
significant added value for our customers and for the entire economy with digital, flexible
solutions and technological innovations. By bundling the strengths of Munich Re and Porsche
with the depth of our expertise in digital technologies we can now do just that even in microscale custom production while simultaneously maintaining highly cost-effectiveness.”
The shareholders in FlexFactory GmbH are Porsche and MHP (25% each) and Munich Re (50%).
FlexFactory’s managing directors are Phillipp Hypko and Philip Plattmeier. More information on
the FlexFactory is available at https://flexfactory.tech/.
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Munich Re
Munich Re is one of the world’s leading providers of reinsurance, primary insurance and insurance-related risk solutions. The group
consists of the reinsurance and ERGO business segments, as well as the asset management company MEAG. Munich Re is globally active
and operates in all lines of the insurance business. Since it was founded in 1880, Munich Re has been known for its unrivalled risk-related
expertise and its sound financial position. It offers customers financial protection when faced with exceptional levels of damage – from
the 1906 San Francisco earthquake through to the 2019 Pacific typhoon season. Munich Re possesses outstanding innovative strength,
which enables it to also provide coverage for extraordinary risks such as rocket launches, renewable energies, cyberattacks, or
pandemics. The company is playing a key role in driving forward the digital transformation of the insurance industry, and in doing so has
further expanded its ability to assess risks and the range of services that it offers. Its tailor-made solutions and close proximity to its
customers make Munich Re one of the world’s most sought-after risk partners for businesses, institutions, and private individuals.

Disclaimer
This media release contains forward-looking statements that are based on current assumptions and forecasts of the management of
Munich Re. Known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors could lead to material differences between the forward-looking
statements given here and the actual development, in particular the results, financial situation and performance of our Company. The
Company assumes no liability to update these forward-looking statements or to make them conform to future events or developments.

